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We write in support of Jenni Lewis’ petition and to explain how important MRI scans 

are in giving patients a greater chance of surviving this rare cancer through specialist 

and regular surveillance. We hope that by us providing you with information on new 

developments that this will help you to fully understand why patients in Scotland are 

asking for MRI scans and that this is something offered to other patients across the 

UK, Wales & Europe routinely. 

As ocular melanoma is a rare disease, this often means patients have multiple 

varying aspects within their care plan and needs. Clinicians will use their judgement 

and experience to decide what they feel is best for their patient’s individual needs as 

well as meeting their quality of care needs. This would come into play when?  

Clinical trial: 

A clinical trial to compare surveillance methods has been estimated to cost in excess 

£1million and will test what many feel is already known and unquestioned in other 

cancers. 

Supporting evidence: 

Many ocular melanoma patients are under Southampton General Hospital and we 

understand they have submitted their thoughts on this subject.  I also urge you to 

take a look at information provided by Clatterbridge Cancer Centre 

https://www.clatterbridgecc.nhs.uk/application/files/7915/0167/2694/Liver_Surveillan

ce_Service_-_vn2.0_a5.pdf.   

They work closely with Liverpool, who in 2017, saw more ocular melanoma patients 

than any other hospital in the UK.  It is worth noting that their liver surveillance leaflet 

only mentions MRI scans. 

I hope these two documents show you the clear difference in care that people with 

this cancer are receiving.  How is it just, that two identical patients can be monitored 

so differently?  One patient receives an MRI scan as standard whereas another 

patient has to fight for the same monitoring by raising a petition, enduring the 

immense emotional turmoil that this whole process brings whilst fighting her cancer. 

This cannot be fair or humane.   

We cannot understand how any, specialist commissioning teams, with any 

experience of ocular melanoma would “feel there was limited benefit from seeking to 

offer monitoring other than use of Ultrasound scanning.”  We ask this to be 

investigated and the names of these specialist commissioning teams to be provided, 

as the experienced clinicians we are aware of in the UK, Europe and in the US, do 

not take this approach.   

We have also never heard of a patient with private medical insurance receive an 

ultrasound, it has always been without question, an MRI scan.   
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Patient Wellbeing: 

Rare Disease UK has recently issued a report about living with a rare condition.  

They stated, “Because of their rare disease, 95% of respondents to our survey have 

felt worried or anxious, 93% have felt stressed, 90% have felt low, 88% have felt 

emotionally exhausted and 70% have felt at breaking point.”  Intervention is needed 

so that patients are listened to, feel supported and so they receive scans that allow 

for treatment at the earliest opportunity. 

Local ultrasounds: 

When this petition was raised in 2017, patients in Scotland were receiving ultrasound 

scans at Gartnavel.  We now hear the below in the most recent submission.   

Gartnavel is one of 4 centres in the UK designated as a specialist centre for the 

diagnosis and treatment of ocular cancers. The specialist team seek to minimise 

travel to Glasgow if local care can be provided – this includes the provision of the on-

going monitoring, including Ultrasound Scanning, of the liver. The liver scan that is 

required can be safely undertaken in local imaging centres with any abnormality 

leading to a follow-up MRI and review by the team from the specialist centre. 

Patients are able to make direct contact with the specialist centre at any time to 

enquire about any personal concern. The team participate in an on-going audit of the 

interventions offered and the clinical outcomes achieved.  

These statements are worryingly beyond belief.  Yes, Gartnavel is one of 4 centres 

for ocular treatment and it is my understanding that no one is questioning their 

approach to treating a patient's primary ocular tumour.  However, they are not an 

abdominal or specialist liver centre.  A decision has been made that it would be 

beneficial for ALL patients, regardless of their own risk factor or desire to have a 

scan at their local hospital. Individual circumstances are not being considered. This 

one size fits all approach surely cannot be in anyone's best interest.    

In all the papers and recommendations made, not once have I read that an 

ultrasound has been held with value at a local hospital for this condition.  Whenever 

it is referenced, it is done so “in the hands of an experienced sonographer”.  

Not all patients are remotely aware of the differences in scanning types or why an 

ultrasound at Gartnavel may help them more than a scan at their local hospital.  We 

cannot forget here that 50% of patients will have metastatic disease and so there is 

an absolute need for every patient to be able to make an informed decision on such 

an important aspect of their care.   For the patients who are aware, I cannot imagine 

the turmoil this is causing them. 

Case studies: 

Previously, I have hesitated in openly writing to you to describe the journeys that 

many of our members had experienced battling for the surveillance that they feel 

they need and want. This is mainly due to the anguish that this could cause to the 

patients and their loved ones that this has already impacted and of course those that 

this affects, here and now. 

http://www.raredisease.org.uk/media/3488/living-with-a-rare-condition-the-effect-on-mental-health-pdf.pdf


For an abnormality to be detected on an ultrasound, it would already be sizeable.  

The scenario I am about to explain has happened on many occasions and goes 

unrecorded.   

Patient A receives an ultrasound scan and is delighted to hear there is no evidence 

of disease.  They have faith in the medical system serving them and they continue 

with their normal life.  Six months pass and on their next ultrasound scan, 

abnormalities are detected.  Weeks pass for a biopsy to be carried out, sometimes 

with the hope of removing the affected section of the liver.  Sometimes when this is 

planned, the surgeon realises that the tumours are too widespread for the surgery to 

continue.  Patients are then advised there is no further treatment available or they 

are enrolled to a clinical trial where sometimes the tumours respond, other times 

they do not, and almost more sadly, others pass away whilst waiting to begin their 

treatment.  This scenario happened very recently, and a person’s life was lost that 

could have been saved or at the very least given more time.  

When a patient and family hear there is something to be concerned about, they need 

to focus on the future and are bounced from one hospital to another and learning at 

a very rapid pace everything they wished they knew months earlier.  At the time they 

feel they cannot ask questions about whether it could have been detected earlier as 

they are scared and cannot afford to jeopardise any relationship with their doctor as 

they need treatment.   

Patient B receives MRI scans every 6 months, an abnormality is detected, and a 

resection performed.  Typically, this halts any spread for 3-3.5 years.  The patient 

continues to receive MRI scans until another abnormality is detected and once again 

it is removed.  Even with slightly higher costs in scanning, the cost saving here is 

immense when compared with other treatments which are only ever performed when 

the tumour volume is already at a higher volume. Once again, It is important to note 

that this condition will spread in 50% of patients.  

It has been known for years that 10% of people are suitable for a resection but this 

was at a time when MRI weren’t so widely performed.  It is totally feasible for this 

number to now be higher as more centres adopt MRI scanning as standard. 

The impact: 

When a patient passes away with a rare condition, the regret left behind is 

unimaginable and different in comparison with the more common cancers. This may 

come from not having had a clear treatment pathway, and many families feel that 

they should have done and known more.   

It is now time for you to really hear this petition and for you to really understand the 

impact that these decisions have on REAL PEOPLE.  As a patient-focused charity, 

we are proud to support and represent our membership and can assure you that we 

have no hidden agendas.   

We would also be concerned over any scanning only targeted at high-risk patients 

for these reasons: 

1. The low rates of people offered a prognostic biopsy. 



2. The varying opinions on what constitutes high, medium or low risk.   

3. A portion of patients are unaware of their risk factor. 

Radiologist availability? 

Today we learnt of increasing pressures on the NHS and immigration rules relaxed 

so more positions can be filled.  On investigation, reports state many radiologist 

posts in Scotland are vacant with the Institute Of Radiologists issuing this report 

https://www.rcr.ac.uk/posts/radiology-crisis-scotland-sustainable-solutions-are-

needed-now 

We can envisage this situation having an effect on all cancer patients and 

understand the system must be stretched but would also expect for plans to be in 

place so that patient’s lives are not put at risk until posts are filled.  If this situation is 

having a bearing on how our patients are cared for, please can you ensure they are 

included in any plans? 

If I can leave you with just one thought. If you or your loved one were unfortunate 

enough to be diagnosed with ocular melanoma, which type of scan would you 

choose to have and how often would you have it? 

Thank you for your time. 
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